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We realize our customers are making a big investment 
when they decide to install a backyard pool. We do our 
utmost to insure that the end result is a beautiful and 
long-lasting swimming pool. 

Your pool system is modular, meaning that each kit 
is comprised of different panels, which when bolted 
together give the builder and homeowner the desired 
shape and size, exactly to specifications. 

Fox Pool is the only manufacturer that uses total 
automation in the fabrication of our panels. Automation 
assures consistent high quality, precision alignment, 
and unmatched accuracy. We are a “just in time” 
manufacturer, which means we do not stock our 
panels. They are made exactly the way the builder 
requires them, just before he needs them. 

Fox Pool, a manufacturer with over 60 years of 
experience in the pool industry, is the world’s largest 
and most technologically-advanced manufacturer of 
steel wall pool systems and components and is an 
established leader in the industry. Our dedication to 
quality, service, and efficiency has allowed us to be 
innovative and continually improve.  

We work with you and your builder every step of the 
way. We’ll help you design the pool that best fits 
your needs to maximize enjoyment and increase the 
property value of your home.

When you choose a Fox Pool steel wall pool kit, you 
are buying the best pool available.  

A Fox pool is, quite simply, built to last.

Why a Fox Pool?
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ABOUT CENTRAL JERSEY POOLS
Meet The Family of Central Jersey Pools
For more than 60 years and over 3 generations, the Metz family has been making sure that families all over the 
Central Jersey area enjoy the pleasures of outdoor and indoor leisure living centers for their homes. Central Jersey 
Pools, Patio & More has been providing families with quality recreational environments so that they can play together, 
stay together, and be safe together. Their commitment to leisure living comes from over 60 years of experience that 
began with in-ground swimming pools for NJ residents; it spread to all facets of backyard entertainment, and now in-
cludes numerous products for indoor recreational areas. Before any family dives into a major pool, spa, patio furniture, 
gazebo, sauna, or game room purchase, they should visit the family at Central Jersey Pools, Patio & More and take 
advantage of their 60+ years of experience and product knowledge.

Where We Are Today
Today, Central Jersey Pools, Patio, & More has over 25,000 square feet 
of showroom and warehouse space, showcasing everything for your leisure 
living including:
 • 3 in-ground swimming pools
 • 5 above ground swimming pools with decks and fences
 • More than 45 spas, gazebos, saunas
 • A full-line of pool tables, poker tables, bars, 
   game-room supplies, and video games
 • Outdoor kitchens and cooking islands 
 • Pool supplies, chemicals  
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POOLS

Trusted Brand Name Above, On and Inground Pools
For the last 62 years, Central Jersey Pools has sold and installed 
only the finest pools from the most trusted manufacturers. As the 
preeminent builders of pools in New Jersey, we consider it our duty 
to provide you, our customers, with the best possible products and 
the highest levels of service. 
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IN-GROUND

In-ground Swimming Pools  
for Every Yard
At Central Jersey Pools, we under-
stand how inground swimming pools 
can change the landscape and feel of 
our customers’ yards. They become a 
permanent part of your home, so you 
want to make sure that you invest in a 
quality outdoor pool product. We rep-
resent Fox pools who began building 
inground swimming pools in 1957, and 
offers you decades of expertise and 
lasting quality.
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SEMI-IN-GROUND & ABOVE-GROUND

Doughboy steel and resin 
pools look fabulous in any 
backyard!
Their Therma-Seal technology 
creates a seam so strong that the 
company can provide a 100% lifetime 
warranty against seam failures. And 
unlike other pool companies, Dough-
boy manufactures all of its products 
from raw materials – and they’re the 
only pool manufacturer in the world 
that does so. 
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SEMI-IN-GROUND & ABOVE-GROUND

Fox Ultimate above ground 
and semi in-ground pools 
have it all.
The Ultimate pool can be installed 
above ground, partially in-ground, 
or completely in-ground to fit 
any yard or slope. The 14 gauge 
in-ground quality steel give the 
pool unmatched strength and 
durability to last a lifetime. They are 
practically maintenance-free and a 
popular alternative to an in-ground 
pool, when site restrictions, local 
ordinances or family budgets prevail 
in the decision-making process.
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ABOVE-GROUND POOLS

Sharkline Pools will give  
you years of backyard  
enjoyment!
Sharkline has been manufacturing 
above ground swimming pools 
and liners since 1961. Started in 
the founder’s basement, the 
company has grown to become 
one of the world’s largest pool 
manufacturers. Sharkline is still 
100% owned and operated by the 
same family.
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FIBERGLASS

Create a style that is all your 
own with a fiberglass pool.
Whether you’re looking to transform 
your backyard into a place to entertain 
family and friends, create a tranquil 
private getaway or establish an  
exercise routine that your friends will 
envy, Thursday Pools has a variety of 
inground pool designs to meet your 
needs. We crafted our pools based on 
the way our customers use them most. 
Here you’ll find a variety of shapes, 
sizes, and designs to help you create a 
style that is uniquely yours.

Your fiberglass pool should  
elevate your backyard and 
home exterior aesthetic.
Central Jersey Pools is an authorized 
dealer for Latham Pools. We offer a vast 
selection of custom fiberglass  
swimming pools, all with singular  
panache. Classic linear, free-form,  
Roman, and kidney styles – or a  
combination of a few – are customiz-
able with gorgeous inlaid tiles, tanning 
ledges, bubblers, LED lights, and more.
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POOL OPENING & CLOSING

Trained, professional 
technicians. 

Backed by over 60 years of 
experience, our team of professional 
technicians will open and close your 
pool for the season with plenty of 
service options to match your 
individual needs. Feel free to call us, 
or schedule online, and a 
representative will contact you with 
available dates. Check out our All 
Inclusive Service Plan for great 
discounts.
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POOL LINER REPLACEMENT

A Variety of Above Ground 
and Inground Pool Liners at 
Your Fingertips
One of the most important features 
of your pool is the vinyl liner. When 
it comes to replacing inground, and 
above ground pool liners, Central 
Jersey Pools has the styles and 
designs you want. We believe that a 
pool adds to the overall outdoor 
living experience, and we know we 
can make that experience 
extraordinary.
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POOL RENOVATION

Complete backyard pool 
renovations based on your 
changing style.
We offer a comprehensive package 
of pool renovations for NJ home-
owners based on their current or 
changing style. Our fully trained and 
professional team of designers and 
technicians can help you by:
• Installing an above ground, 
 in-ground or on-ground vinyl 
 liner pool
• Adding water features like slides  
 and rock waterfalls
• Setting up underwater lights that  
 change colors
• Installing a heater or a safety cover 
• Proving a wide array of outdoor  
 kitchens
• Rebuilding your swimming pool if it  
 has fallen into disrepair
• Adding a spill over spa to your 
 in-ground pool
• Installing a new top quality hot tub
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Service is Our Specialty  – 
You Select the Options to 
Suit Your Lifestyle
Whatever your pool cleaning and 
service needs, we have a package 
that fits. You can even fill out the form 
online, saving you a trip to our 
Freehold superstore, or call us to 
schedule. 

Don’t let maintaining your pool 
become a headache. Select a service 
level that matches your home out-
door entertaining lifestyle.

WEEKLY POOL SERVICE
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AUTOMATION
OmniHub Smart Pool and Spa Control
Central Jersey Pools is an authorized Hayward dealer featruing OmniHub™, the easiest way to add smart control 
to a pool and spa – at any time! Compatible with Hayward and most other pool equipment brands, pool owners 
have the ability to access, schedule, and adjust their equipment with their smartphone or voice controlled devices. 
OmniHub can be quickly and easily installed by a pool technician and will control virtually every piece of equipment, 
including: filter pumps, heaters, pool/spa lighting, spa settings, AquaRite® salt systems, booster pumps, backyard 
lighting, and water features.
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AQUAPLUS

Automating Salt Chlorination
AquaPlus simplifies and enhances 
pool and spa ownership by combining 
automation and salt chlorination. This 
all-in-one solution is easy to install and 
operate with many options to choose 
from - like chemistry automation, 
remote control and more.

Automating essential pool and spa 
functions can save you as much as 70% 
on you energy bill and a lot time spent 
maintaining your pool. Beside 
automating your pump and filter, you 
can automate cleaning, chemistry 
automation, and backyard features like 
spa jets, lighting, water and fire features 
and more.
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HEATERS FILTERS & SALT SYSTEMS 

The Universal H-Series 
is an energy efficient, high performance, 
installation adaptable commitment to 
the pool service professional.

HeatPro Series
High performance, energy-efficient 
HeatPro heat pumps quietly and 
economically manage the ideal pool 
water temperature at all times. 
Designed for long life and durability to 
give you the peace of mind and comfort 
you deserve from the brand you can 
trust.

AquaRite 900 Series
As the global leader in salt chlorination, 
Hayward provides luxuriously soft water 
and the most convenient sanitization 
method on the market to millions of 
pool owners around the world. Whether 
converting an existing traditional 
chlorinated pool or simply adding smart 
pool control to an existing salt 
chlorinated pool for the ultimate pool 
experience, the AquaRite 900 series 
delivers the very best in soft, silky, and 
perfectly sanitized water without ever 
having to lift a finger—with a guaranteed 
peace of mind.
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COLOR LED LIGHTS  

Color LED Lights
Universal ColorLogic® color LED lighting 
will transform your customers’ outdoor 
environments. They’re the only, UL-listed 
lights to retrofit virtually any existing pool 
and spa with vibrant color - even those 
with just one light.

100% brighter than any on the market, 
these energy-efficient, lights deliver 
spectacular color to pools with a single 
incandescent light or pools with colored 
finishes, and breakthrough cost savings 
and installation versatility for new pools, 
spas and fountains. All-plastic, low-voltage 
design, combined with all-plastic Thin 
Niche eliminates the need for bonding, 
grounding and GFCI. Thin Niche also 
reduces cost for dig, steel and gunite 
because it is only 2.75in front-to-back and 
mounts to the face of the rebar grid. Pool 
and spa lights are UL listed for wall or 
floor installs without a rock guard and can 
be positioned just 4in from lens to water 
level - perfect for steps, beach entries and 
fountains.
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SAFETY COVERS

Safety Covers - Safety Covers for Every Style of Pool
Pool safety covers have come a long way – and we should know! Central 
Jersey Pools has been installing pools and pool safety covers for over 60 
years. As a family owned and operated business, we know how impor-
tant proper pool safety is to your own family. You can trust us to provide 
the highest quality swimming pool covers for both inground and above 
ground pools, keeping you and your family safe at any time of the year.
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LOOP-LOC

SAFETY . STRENGTH . QUALITY . LONGEVITY

IS YOUR POOL  
COVER THIS SAFE?

Loop Loc Safety Cover - 
The Right Swimming Pool 
Covers for Your Needs.
You have multiple choices for in-
ground pool safety covers at Central 
Jersey Pools. You’ll probably never 
need a pool cover strong enough 
to support the weight of “Bubbles,” 
the African elephant seen here. But 
imagine how safe you’ll feel owning 
the only pool cover that’s proven it 
can! Built super-strong and securely 
anchored into the deck, LOOP-LOC 
puts an unbreakable “lock” on your 
pool to protect your family.

Only LOOP-LOC comes with the 
patented SAFEDGE and GAP-
GUARD Child Safety Intrusion 
Barrier. It closes the dangerous gaps 
created where raised obstructions 
meet the cover’s edge, so there’s no 
way a child or pets can slip through. 

Loop-Loc mesh and solid covers come in our most ordered color: Green 
to blend beautifully in any backyard environment. Mesh covers are also 
available in Designer Gray, Blue, Tan and Black. Ultra-Loc designer col-
ors are Tan and Blue.
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FOX AUTO COVERS

Fox Auto Cover – Superior 
Safety & Convenience
We also carry Fox Auto Cover safety 
pool covers for the ultimate in 
luxurious outdoor living. It’s not just 
a pool with a cover; it’s an integral 
system designed to make your 
pool easy to cover when you’re not 
home or whenever you want that 
extra level of protection. Fox’s flush 
mounted system is discretely 
integrated with any Fox rectangle 
pool and closes and opens with the 
turn of a key. Once it’s closed you 
take the key and your cover keeps 
your pool safe. 
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GUARDIAN POOL FENCES

The world’s safest removal pool fence with self-closing pool gate!

Central Jersey Pools is an authorized dealer for Guardian Fence. We believe 
it’s the world’s safest removal pool fence on the market today, and that’s why 
we’re representing all of their product lines. If you’re looking for the safest 
mesh pool fence that is also affordable, removable, durable and customiz-
able, visit us today. 
Guardian’s innovative and patented designs are why they are the #1 choice in 
mesh pool fencing for over 20 years. Check out the various options.
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PREMIER
The Safest and Strongest 
Pool Fence – It Starts With 
The Pole!
Guardian Pool fence has tested and 
improved materials and durability 
over the course of 20 years in 
business.  The fence is a PVC 
reinforced Marine Grade 6063 T6 
aluminum pole secured to a ½” 
diameter chambered stainless steel 
rod. The added stainless steel rod 
makes this pole virtually 
unbreakable at the fulcrum point 
and allows us to drill smaller holes 
in your deck: dime-size compared 
to half-dollars like most of our 
competitors and our Original Pole.
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NO HOLES
The No Holes fence - the first 
“No Hole” pool fence system 
in the world.
No Drilling Required – Central 
Jersey Pools sells Guardian Pool 
Fence Systems, the first “No Hole” 
pool fence system in the world. 
The No Holes fence is the first of its 
kind. Whether you’re a renter, only 
have children visit occasionally, or 
you simply don’t want to drill holes 
in your deck, we have engineered a 
solution for you.

Guardian’s No Holes Pool Fence 
provides a sturdy base for our poles 
to stand from. These bases, when 
connected and filled with water or 
sand, become extremely difficult to 
move, securing your fence in place, 
yet upon emptying, are easy to 
remove and store.

You can bet the No Holes Mesh 
Fence will provide the same 
quality and safety you have grown 
to expect from a Guardian product.
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PET FENCES
Guardian’s Mesh Pet Fence
Guardian has spent over five years 
developing our specialized  
reinforced mesh that can withstand 
the scratching and jumping from a 
variety of pets. Our 100%  
polyvinyl-coated polyester mesh 
fence is characterized by an 11×16 
strands per square inch weave, 
which minimizes hole size and 
makes clawing and stretching  
difficult for pets. This “Pet Mesh” is 
also transparent, UV resistant and 
wind permeable.
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Visit Our Super Store and Meet The Family of Central Jersey Pools 
For more than 63 years and over 3 generations, the Metz family has been making sure that families all over the Central Jersey 

area enjoy the pleasures of outdoor and indoor leisure living centers for their homes. Central Jersey Pools, Patio & More has been 
providing families with quality recreational environments so that they can play together, stay together, and be safe together. Their 
commitment to leisure living comes from over 63 years of experience that began with in-ground swimming pools for NJ residents; 
it spread to all facets of backyard entertainment, and now includes numerous products for indoor recreational areas. Before any 
family dives into a major pool, spa, patio furniture, gazebo, sauna, or game room purchase, they should visit the family at Central 

Jersey Pools, Patio & More and take advantage of their 60+ years of experience and product knowledge. 

Where We Are Today 
Today, Central Jersey Pools, Patio, & More has over 25,000 square feet of showroom and warehouse space, showcasing everything for 
your leisure living including: 
• 3 in-ground swimming pools 
• 5 above ground swimming pools with decks and fences 
• More than 45 spas, gazebos, saunas 
• A full-line of pool tables, poker tables, bars, game-room supplies, 
  and video games 
• Outdoor kitchens and cooking islands 
• Pool supplies, chemicals


